Backup-as-a-Service
Protect your Data with Carbon60’s Backup & Recovery Services

Carbon60’s managed backup solution using Veeam Cloud
Connect is engineered to protect the integrity of your
data. Backup-as-a-Service eliminates the need for you to
build and maintain an off-site backup target, enabling you
to rest assured that you have a recent copy in case your
primary site fails or is under a security attack. Our team of
experts ensures that our scalable, enterprise-grade backup
repositories are always available to store your backups and
can help you when you need to restore to recover from
data loss quickly.

We are a Veeam Silver CSP
Partner providing cloud backup
and DR solutions on our reliable
and scalable cloud infrastructure
platform.
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The 3 Rule

Reduce Total Costs of Ownership

Keep your data safe and secure from almost any
failure scenario. Carbon60 customers can
maintain three backup copies of their data, two on
different storage media and one located offsite in
our secure cloud infrastructure.

No need to invest in hardware that ages and
gradually becomes obsolete. Take advantage of
the cloud’s scalability to pay for only what you
need and let us handle capacity management and
capital costs.

Easy access to all your Backups

End-to-End Encryption

Extend your local Veeam backups to Carbon60’s
backup repository seamlessly and restore anytime
you need it or ask our team for help.

All data is encrypted at the source, in-flight and
at rest, without impacting the data reduction
ratios of built-in compression and WAN
acceleration.

Enterprise-Class Cloud

Secure & Compliant

Our cloud infrastructure is scalable, reliable and
proactively monitored for availability, located in
top-tier data centres in Canada.

Security by design with SOC2 compliance, toptier data centres, encryption and several cloud
platform security measures.

ABOUT CARBON60
Carbon60 is a managed cloud services provider for mid-market and
enterprise customers. The company offers private, public and hybrid
cloud services and a full suite of managed services including monitoring,
performance optimization and testing, security, disaster recovery,
backup and CDN services. Carbon60 is also the leading provider of
application hosting for content management systems in Canada.
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Contact us to find out
more about our solutions
and how Carbon60 can
help with your cloud
journey.
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